
The new Unimog.
The powerful professional for professionals.



Deal with jobs quicker and with great cost-pressure: cities and communities, service providers and contractors all have to cope with a great variety of challenges. And then the 
Mercedes-Benz Unimog turns up at just the right time: the specialist for municipal work can be used perfectly to capacity for up to 365 days a year – for jobs such as mowing,  
mulching, tree and brush control, winter services, sweeping, cleaning or even for carrying loads and transporting goods. And it more than pays off. Because the new generation  
unites greatly improved performance with higher efficiency. And also provides extremely low life cycle costs. Numerous innovations also make the Unimog safer, more ergonomic  
and more productive – and thus one of the most coveted work places in your community, public works or your company.

Convinces contractors and decision makers as well  
as drivers: the new Unimog. Contents.
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An investment with a future.
The unique Unimog concept.

With its design as an implement carrier for road maintenance and special jobs, the Unimog concept 
sets standards. Its basis is its characteristically sturdy and versatile chassis, together with its hydraulic 
and mechanical implement drives and its compact dimensions. These give it a small turning circle and  
a short distance from the front of the implement to the centre of the axle which is a great advantage when 
working with front-mounted implements. Here the Unimog is also able to demonstrate its outstanding  
advanced system solutions: thanks to intensive cooperation with body-builders and implement manufac- 
turers, the Unimog is the specialist for a wide range of jobs. This great diversity ensures it can be used  
to capacity all year round. Other advantages become apparent during journeys covering longer distances: 
the Unimog can reach speeds of up to 90 kph (56 mph) and is licensed for motorway use. 

CompaCt and agile

+  Short wheelbase from 2.8 m:  
 compact dimensions and outstanding  
 work features

+ able to manoeuvre in confined spaces: 
 turning circle similar to that of a car, from  
 12.6 m

+ additional steering on rear axle 
 increases manoeuvring agility 

the Unimog gives an efficient performance practically anywhere. 
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advanced system and implement-carrying solutions. 

the Unimog excels with its high performance level and productivity.  
this is ensured by the following system advantages:

+ permanent all-wheel drive 

+ great axle articulation and differential locks in both axles 

+  portal axles for high ground clearance 

+ Single tyres and coil springs for a much more comfortable drive 

+ high axle loads, e.g. for heavy front-mounted implements

+ new common rail engines with 4 or 6 cylinders,  
 from 115 to 220 kW (156 to 299 hp)

legendary ChaSSiS expertiSe

oUtStandingly verSatile on the job

+  four attachment and mounting areas: mounting areas at the front of the vehicle 
 (with standardised front mounting plate, e.g. for shredder), on the side and at the rear of  
 the vehicle. A platform body or shredder can, for instance, be mounted behing the cab.

+  Standardised mechanical, hydraulic and electrical interfaces

+  mechanical implement drive: front and rear power take-offs

+  hydraulic implement drive and controls: mechanical and power hydraulics VarioPower®

front area 
for moUnting 
attaChmentS 
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Feel good, work harder.
Advantages that pay off in the long run.

neW  
eaSydrive Control Stalk

neW mUltifUnCtion 
Steering Wheel

The new Unimog has a multitude of innovations and features to increase performance 
and efficiency. They all have one great aim: to improve your productivity. It all starts 
in the cab which has been given such an ergonomic and comfortable design that it is 
a pleasure to work in and the work itself is much easier. Here the driver can control 
not only the tried-and-tested systems, but also the many new functions with much 
greater intuition. The main feature is the new EasyDrive synergetic traction drive 
which allows the changeover between work and drive modes to take place without 
interruption. Or the new hydraulic system with its sensitively designed working 
hydraulics and power hydraulics VarioPower®. These examples already show just  
how the Unimog is predestined to do many different kinds of work.
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panoramiC Cab 
With a very good view of both front-mounted 
implements and road traffic

a neW Steering ColUmn 
Control Stalk

neW inStrUment ClUSter
With 12.4" diSplay

a neW mUltifUnCtion 
joyStiCk

a neW poWerfUl 
air-Conditioning SyStem

a modern and ergonomiC 
interior

a neW intUitive 
operating ConCept
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Turns the working day into a highlight: 
the new cab.

deals with every job effortlessly: the new cab with its intuitive controls. The Unimog is built to achieve great things. 
That is why it provides well thought-out and productive work places for a driver and up to two crew members. The spacious 
cab and the level cab floor from one side to the other provide ample head and leg room for the passengers. The effective 
damping of vibrations provides another contribution to fatigue-free working. The new innovative operating concept 
provides genuine relief during the working day. The elements are arranged so that they can be reached easily. A modular 
switch panel is installed in the centre console and the position of the buttons can be altered as required. 

the neW operating ConCept: innovative detailS and fUnCtionS

01 adjust perfectly to every driver: ergonomic seats and adjustable steering wheel. Every driver can find  
 their own optimal working position with the standard height and tilt adjustable steering column*. 

02 tried and tested: the new multifunction display, multifunction steering wheel and new easydrive  
 control stalk. Important functions in the operating menu such as changing the settings for the hydraulic system  
 can be altered using the keys on the steering wheel – without taking your eyes of work areas. The parameters  
 selected appear on the colour TFT display in the instrument cluster. The new EasyDrive control stalk is positioned  
 on the left behind the steering wheel. Here the driver is able to use their left hand to change the driving direction,  
 gears and cruise control settings – in both the hydrostatic and mechanical transmission modes – and have their  
 right hand free for positioning implements with the multifunction joystick, for example.

03 intelligent controls: the new steering column control stalk. This new control element integrates driving  
 functions such as changing gears, engine brake or changing between the manual and automatic modes, or  
 between the driving programs Work and Drive in the EasyDrive hydrostatic driving mode.

04 perfectly organised: practical details such as the stowage box. In addition to the stowage box there 
 are a number of stowage compartments as well as enjoyable extras such as a CD radio, Bluetooth 
 with hands-free system or a powerful air-conditioning unit.

02

04

* not available in conjunction with the optional VarioPilot® equipment
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Innovations which bring progress to your 
economic efficiency and productivity.

Working with infinitely variable speeds, driving efficiently: the innovative easydrive 
traction drive. This new development combines the advantages of a fuel-saving manual 
transmission with infinitely variable hydrostatic traction drive and allows a swift change 
between the two types of drive. The hydrostatic traction drive itself has two driving 
programs: the work mode for jobs needing a constant engine speed and the drive mode 
for infinitely variable acceleration with a variable engine speed. Despite the diverse 
functions, it is easy to use: with the new EasyDrive control stalk on the left behind the 
steering wheel, users can control the direction of travel, gear and cruise control – or 
alternatively use the multifunction joystick or the accelerator pedal and brake, depending  
on the job on hand or driver’s preference.

infinitely 
variable speeds  
up to 50 kph 
(31 mph)

Using implements

efficient  
driving  
up to 90 kph 
(56 mph)

Swift change

eaSydrive SynergetiC traCtion drive +++ +++ +++

even more compact wheelbases and turning circles:  
great agility. The Unimog is expanding its concept 
advantages of compactness and agility. It stands out with  
its short distance between the implement and the axle,  
its low overall height and narrow width. With wheelbases  
of 2.80, 3.35, 3.60 or even 3.90 m in the long version,  
the new generation does not just use its power on the road, 
but also in every corner. The most compact models are  
the U 216 and the U 218. They provide excellent implement-
carrying skills in the most confined spaces and a turning 
circle of only 12.6 m.

Sensitive and powerful: the new hydraulic system. The 
working hydraulic system stands out with up to 30% higher 
hydraulic output which makes it possible to have swifter 
positioning movements for the implements. The optional 
Load-Sensing-Hydraulics (110 l/min) allows only the amount 
of output actually needed to be taken up. The new power 
hydraulics VarioPower® consists of two circuits, both with 
a maximum hydraulic oil flow of 125 l per minute, 280 bar 
pressure and a top performance of 58 kW. Its controls have 
been greatly simplified: all the settings are displayed in the 
new instrument cluster. 

operating implements simply and intuitively: the new 
multifunction joystick. The speed with which jobs can 
be done depends to a great extent on how the implement 
is operated. The new Unimog also sets standards here. 
The new removable joystick is used for basic functions like 
lifting/lowering and swinging to the left or right as well as 
for controlling many other functions. For example Electronic 
Quick Reverse, the working speed, the display of the text 
menu in the multifunction display or the snowplough relief.

high manoeUvrability neW hydraUliCS ConCept intUitive implement Control
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4-channel ABS on board: safer handling when braking provides more stability 
and a better steering response as each wheel is controlled separately.

Panoramic cab and short distance from implement to axle centre: extremely good 
view also when working with front-mounted implements such as snowploughs – 
especially at narrow intersections. 

Tested according to ECE-R29/02: the cab provides a well-protected survival 
space for all occupants. 

Keeping track of things: the Unimog safety concept.

the perfect overview, active and passive systems: high 
safety standards. As a state-of-the-art commercial vehicle, 
the Unimog does not make any compromises when it comes 
to safety. With its active and passive safety systems not 
just users, but also other road users are very well protected.
The most important features are: outstanding view at the 
front due to the short front-end assembly and the panoramic 
cab, headlights with daytime running lights, very reliable 
directional stability and ABS as well as seats with integrated 
three-point safety belts and headrests. 

Safer workplace: the tested cab. The new Unimog 
complies with the highest safety standards, such as 
e.g. the ECE-R29/02, internationally recognised stress 
analysis for the survival space of all the occupants in 
commercial vehicles, and the fire resistance inflammability 
test according to hazard regulation FMVSS 571.302. 
Furthermore, the roll-over performance of the Unimog 
complies with the OECD Standard Code 6.

extremely safe on the job: panoramic cab and short 
distance from implement to axle centre. The distance 
between the implement and the centre of the axle and the 
position of the driver are especially important when working 
with front-mounted implements. The Unimog falls below 
the legal standard limit of 3.5 m even with implements. That 
means that other road users appear in the driver’s line of 
vision much earlier – especially in confusing situations such 
as turning off at a narrow intersection. 

12

has a good view of the entire driving and working areas:  
the panoramic cab of the Unimog makes an effective contribution  
to accident prevention as – in connection with the short front-end 
assembly – it provides a wide field of vision and keeps the blind  
spot to a minimum. That makes driving safer especially when visibility  
is poor, for instance at night, when it is raining or in winter. 



Economic power units: the new common rail engines with BlueTec 6.

extremely powerful and efficient: more output, more 
torque. The new BlueTec 6 generation of engines stands out 
by having more torque and favourable results concerning 
exhaust gas, fuel consumption and power/weight ratio. 
This means that the performance level of the strongest 
4-cylinder engine corresponds to that of one of the previous 
6-cylinder engines. 4-valve technology and common rail 
high-pressure direct injection at 2,400 bar make them even 
more effective.

more than compliance with the euro vi emission 
standard: 4 and 6-cylinder engines from 115 to  
220 kW (156 to 299 hp). They are particularly easy to 
maintain, economical, run quietly and have plenty of  
pulling power. And on top of that the engines also serve 
as brakes: the strong premium engine brake reduces 
mechanical wear and tear on the brakes and makes a  
great contribution to economic efficiency. And of course, 
the engines also comply with the strict new emissions 
standard Euro VI – thanks to the exhaust gas aftertreatment 
unit with SCR catalytic converter and diesel particulate filter.

very efficient: the advanced design of the transmission. 
In the Unimog, the fully synchronised electro-pneumatic 
transmission transmits the engine output to the wheel-hub 
drive. It has eight forward and six reverse gears, engageable 
in three basic, working and crawler gear groups. The 
choice between changing gears manually and automatic 
transmission, with or without the accelerator, can be 
made simply by pressing the button. Characteristic features 
are the long life span, high degree of efficiency and the 
synchronised direction changing gear Electronic Quick 
Reverse which makes it easier to change direction quickly 
when for instance clearing snow or manoeuvring.

more output, fewer emissions: the powerful new BlueEfficiency engines are now available for the Unimog for the first time as 4 and 6-cylinder units with a top performance of 220 kW (299 hp). Together with the engine  
cooling system and the exhaust gas aftertreatment unit, these modern engines comply with the strict new Euro VI emissions standard. It requires a reduction of emissions by up to 90% in comparison with Euro V. 
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a compact vehicle that achieves great things: characteristic features for the powerful new BlueEfficiency engines are their 
greater acceleration, quieter running, more torque and output with low fuel consumption. That makes the Unimog an economical 
work machine that can at the same time also be used efficiently for transport tasks. And that also over longer distances and on 
motorways. Another job that contributes to the Unimog being used to capacity year-round.
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Undisputed economic efficiency – for the whole of a vehicle’s working life.

on the job for 365 days: using to capacity saves cash. 
The Unimog implement carrier has more than earned 
its reputation as a workhorse. It gives top performance 
all year round for diverse road maintenance jobs. And in 
addition, it can be used for many other different things. 
To ensure this is the case, Mercedes-Benz has been 
cooperating closely for decades with international 
implement manufacturers and body-builders to create 
the best conditions for customised system solutions.

more performance out of every drop: lower 
consumption for fuel and adblue. The extremely 
modern engines for the new Unimog combine lower 
fuel consumption with extremely clean emissions. 
The improved performance goes hand in hand with 
fuel savings of up to 3%. Also there is a significant 
reduction in the consumption of AdBlue which is 
needed for the SCR catalytic converter. The manual 
transmission with over 90% efficiency also plays its 
part in the reasonable fuel consumption.

longer service intervals, smaller bills: lower 
maintenance costs and longer service intervals. In
spite of its more complex technical features the new 
Unimog has lower maintenance costs. For instance by 
increasing the intervals from 1200 to 1400 operating 
hours. In addition, the front PTO shaft, hydrostatic drive 
and power hydraulics are serviced if necessary after 
1400 OH of actual use. And the diesel particulate filter 
is changed after 4200 hours with a remanufactured 
exchange filter. Altogether the down times are also 
minimised.

Not only should the actual purchase price of the vehicle be taken into consideration when looking at its overall costs. If all the life cycle costs are included in the 
economic analysis, then the Unimog comes off very well. Also, when resold, the models traditionally fetch very high prices. 

eConomiC analySiS of the overall CoStS

fuel

Servicing

acquisition costs

tyres

taxes, insurance, toll charges

repair

personnel
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residual-value guarantee: the Unimog is an absolutely 
dependable investment. A vehicle like the Unimog which 
stands out with its great functionality, quality and reliability 
is especially inflation-proof. Models from all product 
ranges get very good prices on the second-hand market. 
And deservedly so: a Unimog is designed for a long 
hard-working life.

flexible solutions for every budget: customised financial 
services. Daimler Financial Services can make you a 
suitable flexible offer to widen your financial scope. These 
include financing and terminable rental contracts and 
service leasing as well as municipal leasing, providing public 
authorities with the most suitable solution. 

+  Use as a year-round workhorse for a wide 
 variety of applications

+ low consumption for fuel and adblue 

+  State-of-the-art, efficient and volume-tested  
 mercedes-benz drive technology

+ low maintenance costs due to longer  
 intervals between inspections

+ new, easy-to-maintain cooling system

+ powerful premium engine brake 

+  very good anti-corrosion protection

+  investment security due to very  
 high residual value

+  attractive financing and leasing offers

+  attractive service offers

firSt ClaSS life CyCle CoStS
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365 days of thirst for work.
Year-round utilisation to full capacity.

Municipal work is never done: countless small and large jobs need to be done quickly and reliably – 
above all mowing, mulching and tree and brush control, winter services, sweeping and cleaning as 
well as loading and transporting. This is where the Unimog can bring its versatility into play as a wide 
variety of implements can be driven by the Unimog due to its standardised hydraulic, mechanical and 
electrical interfaces. Exchanging implements is faster and easier due to mounting points on the frame, 
mounting brackets on the sides and at the rear as well as ball points on the sub-frame of the platform 
floor. And together with its pulling power and drop-side body for towing a trailer, the compact vehicle 
is turned into a professional transporter capable of moving amazing amounts. And the new Unimog is 
expanding these system solutions even more: its reinforced axles and weight-optimised construction 
allow it to carry heavier payloads.

year-roUnd USe

365 days of thirst for work.
Year-round utilisation to full capacity.

Year-round use 19



Total commitment 
against snow and ice.
The new Unimog for winter services. 

A sudden onset of winter, black ice, snow storms – for keeping roads clear in 
winter uncompromising, reliable types are needed – just like the Mercedes-Benz 
Unimog. In addition to summer mowing, it is clearing snow and cutting it back 
which are counted as its prime activities. Thanks to its permanent all-wheel drive, 
differential locks and single tyres, with snow chains as optional extras, as well as 
the powerful mechanical and hydraulic drives, the Unimog is able to combat chaotic 
road conditions in winter. In addition to many other practical functions, the following 
detail goes to prove just how specialised the Unimog is for doing winter services. 
Especially for the work with snow ploughs, the hydraulic system in the Unimog has a 
snowplough relief at its disposal which transfers part of the weight to the front axle. 
This increases the traction and driving stability of the vehicle and reduces wear and 
tear on both road surface and snowplough.

Winter ServiCeS

20

the very best all-round view: the camera-monitor 
system with up to three optional cameras. It 
optimises the overall view and makes it easier to attach 
implements – these are the two most important advan-
tages of the new optional camera-monitor system. The 
cameras are integrated in the front of the vehicle and 
at the rear. An additional camera for body or implement 
is available which can be positioned as required. The 
image is displayed on a monitor in the cab interior.

repels salt and salt solutions: improved resistance 
to corrosion. As the absolute top-winter service 
provider, the Unimog is very well equipped to deal with 
aggressive road salt. Its drivetrain and chassis as well 
as all other parts which come into contact with deicing 
agents are protected effectively against corrosion.

for best visibility: the new windscreen wiper system 
installed on the roof. In the Unimog, the windscreen 
wipers are fitted at the top of the windscreen so  
that driver can see clearly all the time even during  
dense flurries of snow. A key advantage: The snow 
cannot accumulate on the wiper blades to interrupt  
the driver’s view.

getting through the winter warm and cosy: with the 
new heating system. In the Unimog, a new combined 
air-conditioning, heating and ventilation system as 
well as an auxiliary heater provides a very comfortable 
atmosphere and quick de-icing of the windows.

Plus points for winter service:

21Winter maintenance
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targeting the work area: mowing door and swivel 
seat. Mowing operations with the triple-mowing 
combination and a two-man crew are especially 
productive. The optional mowing door including a  
swivel co-driver seat has been especially designed  
for this purpose. It guarantees the best view of the 
working area.

fewer interruptions: the easy-to-maintain cooling 
system. The new Unimog makes it easy to clean the 
cooler: simply open the grid and blow it clean with the 
compressed air pistol. The cooler can also be cleaned 
automatically – with the optional reversible fan Cleanfix® 
with multi-timer interval control.

no need to dread the next heat wave: the new air-
conditioning system. Unimog drivers manage to keep  
a cool head thanks to the powerful air-conditioner.

relaxed mowing operations: transferable steering variopilot®. To provide the best view 
of the road and working area at the same time, as an option the Unimog can be fitted with 
the practical transferable steering VarioPilot®. It also allows the driver to work sitting on the 
right or left side of the vehicle.

Plus points for mowing operations:

23Mowing, mulching and tree and brush control

A cut above others.
Mowing and mulching and tree and brush control 
with the new Unimog.

After the winter is before the mowing season: verges and hedges edging the roads 
have to be cut regularly to keep them well cared for. Such mowing and mulching 
operations are another main sphere of action for the Unimog. Its high axle loads 
allow one, two or even three mowing implements to be attached – with the third  
as a rear-mounted mowing boom. This means that it pays to use the Unimog even 
in the warmer months of the year. The new generation of vehicles is expanding 
its areas of use even more: with the new fully proportional working hydraulics it is 
possible to make very precise positioning movements. When using the innovative 
EasyDrive system, it is no longer necessary to stop when changing between 
hydrostatic traction drive and manual transmission. This means that productivity 
and safety are increased especially when working on country roads and motorways.

moWing & mUlChing

22
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It is possible to do many 
other jobs with the Unimog. 

 Thanks to its good  
visibility upwards, one of  

them is cutting clearance  
areas overhead.

moWing

mUlChing



Clean power.
Sweeping and cleaning with the new Unimog.

Cleaning dirt from squares and roads, keeping construction sites clean, special 
cleaning for crash barriers or tunnels – the fight against dirty conditions is never  
over. The Unimog accepts the challenge. The professional implement-carrier has  
a great many attached and mounted implements such as front-attached or mounted 
sweeping machines, high-pressure cleaning arms or tunnel washers to assist it  
when cleaning any kind of public space or company premises – and that means  
right into the remotest corners. Changing implements quickly also means that  
several different implements can be used during one shift.

year-roUnd USe

24

from road works on the motorway into the city centre: the Unimog has a  
suitable solution for every cleaning requirement. Front sweepers, for instance,  
keep construction zones clean, high-pressure cleaning arms remove dust  
and dirt from the whole surface quickly and effectively and special implements  
like tunnel washers replace a whole fleet of special vehicles.

25Sweeping and cleaning
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Heavy work made light.
Loading and transporting with the new Unimog.

Compared with conventional transport HGVs, the Unimog implement-carrier is 
extremely versatile – but not one bit less efficient. On the contrary: with a front 
loader, for instance, the Unimog can load its own trailer and so does the work of  
two vehicles. As a crane vehicle, the Unimog can be used everywhere, e.g. on 
construction sites. It can make use of its advantages almost everywhere. With its 
compact dimensions, the Unimog can make the most of its great capabilities in 
the cramped spaces found on construction sites. And it doesn’t have to give up on 
soft unpaved ground. Back on the road, the vehicle’s high payload is a boon. When 
transporting goods, its state-of-the-art and fuel-efficient common-rail engines with 
either 4 or 6 cylinders give a really top performance of up to 220 kW (299 hp): on 
the road the Unimog reaches speeds of 90 kph (56 mph) and so arrives at distant 
destinations fast and reliably even if it is pulling a low-loader trailer with a heavy load. 
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Strong performance: outstanding implement-carrying features and similarly 
strong and efficient common-rail engines make the Unimog a genuine 
professional transporter. When fitted with a front loader it can load the trailer 
it has brought along itself, unload construction materials in confined areas and 
transport low-loader trailers with heavy loads over great distances.
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For every job there is the right Unimog.
An overview of the Unimog implement-carrier models.

U 216 / U 218: the new compact versions.

U 216 / U 218: expert implement-carrying system for service 
providers and local authorities. The new Unimog models U 216  
and U 218 have an even shorter wheelbase of only 2.8 m and 
compact vehicle dimensions. This means that they are able to work 
where every millimetre counts. Both models can take on almost every 
challenge with their 115 or 130 kW (156 to 177 hp) engines and can take 
on diverse jobs with their three different load ratings from 7.5 to 10 t.

Compact and extremely compact: the Unimog implement carriers are 
available with various wheelbases. Altogether, the Unimog is one of the most 
compact commercial vehicles. In addition to the standard version wheelbase  
from 3.0 m there are now two models available for the U 216 and the U 218  
which are even more compact. And from model U 423 on there is an additional 
longer wheelbase available (3.6 m for U 423, U 427 and U 430; 3.9 m for U 527 
and U 530) – for all those users needing greater volume and transport capacity.

U 318 to U 530: concentrated power for a wide range of requirements. 

U 318: the hit model for small and medium sized towns. 
With an output of 130 kW (177 hp), a gross vehicle weight of 
11.0 t, a wheelbase of 3.0 m and all the equipment options 
of a professional implement-carrier, the U 318 meets  
all important municipal requirements. This means that  
this model is the right choice, for instance for smaller 
communities.

U 423 / U 427 / U 430: versatile high performer.  
The models U 423, U 427 and U 430 with gross vehicle 
weights from 11.99 t to 14.0 t are the right versions  
for anyone needing to move greater loads and who also 
need the Unimog for a wide range of jobs. All three  
are available with either a short or a long wheelbase.  
The main differences are in their engine performance.  
This can be 170, 200 or 220 kW (231, 272 or 299 hp).

U 527 / U 530: copes with every challenge.  
Doing their very best year-round and still having ample 
power reserves up their sleeves – that is what the  
U 527 and the U 530 stand for with 200 or 220 kW  
output (272 or 299 hp). They can both shoulder heavy  
loads as well with their gross vehicle weight of maximum 
16.5 t. The wheelbases are 3.35 or 3.9 m (long version)  
and are the longest in the range of models.
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The entire Unimog world. 
Services to keep you mobile and flexible.

Wherever you use your Unimog – mercedes-benz 
is on the spot. Worldwide at over 650 Unimog 
Service Outlets in over 130 countries we are able to 
take care of your Unimog, if need be immediately. 
And with the same care, the same experience  
and the same technical possibilities with which we  
built it. That is guaranteed by our comprehensive 
service with our competent Unimog Service Partners. 

merCedeS-benz ServiCe

+ top service quality at over  
 650 outlets in over 130  
 countries worldwide

+ maintenance, diagnosis  
 and repairs

+  technical support

+ Competent customised advice  
 and training to suit requirements  

+ Safety and technical training

+ Working relationship based  
 on partnership and fairness

our customised financial services bring flexibility 
to your accounting. Jointly with the Mercedes-Benz 
Bank and our Unimog Dealers we can provide 
customised service offers such as leasing, financing, 
full-service-leasing and prolonged guarantees. 
Contact your Mercedes-Benz Dealer for more 
information.

+ daimler financial Services  
 finances and leases about  
 40% of all vehicles produced  
 by daimler  

+ the company is active  
 in almost 40 countries 

+  Worldwide, daimler  
 financial Services employs  
 around 7000 staff

finanCing and leaSing

+++

agriCUltUre

road-rail

ConStrUCtion ... and many otherS

fire & reSCUe

energy

the mercedes-benz Unimog also provides advanced 
system solutions in other branches and segments. 
If needed for off-road operations, the second Unimog model 
range, the outstandingly mobile off-road Unimog, can show 
you just what it can do. But also the Unimog implement carrier 
is the perfect choice for a great number of other purposes.

Find out more about 
additional ways of using the Unimog.

Staying versatile and mobile. Mercedes-Benz  
CharterWay can supply the Unimog with various  
bodies suitable for use as both winter and summer 
service vehicles. As for instance with a moist or  
dry salt spreader and snowplough. Advice, vehicle 
collection and return is found at selected Unimog 
General Distributors which are CharterWay Unimog 
service outlets.

+ Convenient rental types to suit the client’s  
 current requirements

+ get highly specialised seasonal vehicles  
 for your fleet

+ Since 1992 CharterWay has been offering  
 services and mobility in connection with  
 the acquisition, servicing and management  
 of mercedes-benz commercial vehicles

merCedeS-benz CharterWay
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please note: changes may have been made to the product since this publication went to press (24.04.2014). The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes 
to the design, form, colour and specification during the delivery period, provided that these changes, taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed 
reasonable with respect to the purchaser. Where the seller or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights 
may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional equipment which are not part of standard specification. Colours may 
differ slightly from those shown in this publication, owing to the limitations of the printing process. The illustrations may contain models and services which are not 
available in certain countries. Statements on legal and fiscal regulations and effects apply only to the Federal Republic of Germany at the time this publication went to 
press. To find out about the current status of these regulations and their implications, please ask your Unimog Dealer. www.mercedes-benz.com/specialtrucks

Daimler AG, Mercedes-Benz Special Trucks, Daimlerstraße 1, 76744 Wörth, Germany 6903.A1890.02-00/1214 Printed in Germany/Imprimé en Allemagne



I want to find out more.

reponSe payee / WerbeantWort
allemagne / germany

Daimler AG
Mercedes-Benz Special Trucks 
Postbox 21 03 30

76153 KARLSRUHE
ALLEMAGNE / GERMANY

ne paS affranChir

do not prepay

legal note: We would like to continue keeping you individually 
informed. To do this we need to store the data you have given us 
and will also send it to sales and service partners of Daimler AG, 
Mercedes-Benz Special Trucks as well as other companies connected  
with them. You can however object to your data being used at any time. 
To do this, please contact Daimler AG, Werk Wörth, Mercedes-Benz 
Special Trucks, HPC K 185, Key word Data Protection, 76742 Wörth.

Company 

family name 

first name 

position 

number, street 

postcode, town 

Country 

telephone 

Sector 

  yes, i would like more to receive more information 
about the Unimog.

You’re interested in the Unimog ...? 
(Please give a definite answer)

  private   business/trade

Does your company already use Unimog vehicles?

  Yes   No

Do you also do jobs involving difficult terrain?

  Yes   No

Do you use various implements and mounted bodies/
equipment?

  Yes   No

  * i want to be the first to find out the latest online – 
automatically and regularly by Unimog e-news.

My e-mail 

IX
 2

98

* Your mail address will only be used for sending the Unimog 
   E-News. You can however cancel the newsletter at any time.


